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Abstract

We present a detection method for nonlinear channels
with memory. This method uses a linear feedforward equal-
izer in conjunction with a random access memory (RAM)
based (nonlinear) equalizer. The design criterion for the
feedforward equalizer is non-traditional, with the intent to
improve performance of the RAM-based equalizer. Devel-
opment of the design criterion and a training-mode based
adaptive implementation along with examples of this equal-
izer with a Pre-Cursor Enhanced RAM-DFE Canceller are
included.

1. Introduction

Equalization, a method of reducing the effects of in-
tersymbol interference (ISI) is well-known to be non-
optimal. However, maximum likelihood sequence detectors
for channels with memory and/or high-order constellations
may be prohibitively complex. Additionally, the required
explicit knowledge of the channel parameters is often not
available. This is especially true in the case of nonlinear
channels considered herein. Such nonlinearities may be due
to a nonlinear transmit amplifier (often used for power effi-
ciency).

In some cases the nonlinear distortion may be minimized
at the transmitter by pre-compensation techniques [1], [2],
(which requires additionally transmitter complexity – and
power consumption). We focus here on using receiver pro-
cessing. Nonlinear channels require the use of nonlinear
processing methods of which there are a variety. Classical
nonlinear filters often used are the Volterra (and adaptive
Volterra) filters [3], [4], for example.

However, there is also the RAM-based class of equaliz-
ers which use a finite-state machine model for the channel
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due to the discrete nature of the channel’s input in a digi-
tal communications setting. Fisher presents in [5] a RAM-
based decision feedback equalizer (DFE) for the application
of nonlinear magnetic recording channels called the RAM-
DFE.

Such RAM-based equalizers offer a low computational
complexity implementation of nonlinear equalization. They
are used in conjunction with linear equalizers. However,
to maximize the benefits of such RAM-based techniques,
while keeping memory size reasonable, attention must be
given to the linear equalizer’s design. We present a method
of using a linear feedforward equalizer in conjunction with a
RAM-based nonlinear equalizer. The design criterion of the
feedforward equalizer attempts to limit the memory (time-
support) of the channel to within the limit handled by the
RAM-based equalizer. This method differs from standard
equalizer designs which use a “target” based method (such
as theEPR4 target for magnetic recording) in that it is less
constrained. This more flexible criterion can provide con-
siderable performance improvement over minimum mean
square error (MMSE) or target based designs.

2. Problem Setting

We focus on the bandlimited, channel containing a non-
linear amplifier such as a traveling wave tube (TWT) with
additive Gaussian noise. We consider a system as in Fig-
ure 1 containing prefiltering (with impulse responseCpre),
a TWT, and postfiltering (Cpost) chosen for the examples as

Cpre=


.9740

−.1266− .1851i
−.0087 + .0308i
.0013− .0006i

 Cpost=


.0966

−.2396− .3251i
−.2114 + .7937i
.3761− .1057i
−.0154− .0022i


Here we model the TWT using the Saleh model [2] with

the amplitude and phase input/output relations as shown in
Figure 2. For a visual example of thenonlineardistortion
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Figure 1. Nonlinear Channel Model
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Figure 2. TWT Input/Output Characteristics

produced by this channel, see Figure 3-a which shows the
noiseless channel output after equalizing with a 20-tap lin-
ear equalizer (adapted to the minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) using the least mean squares (LMS). 3-b shows
again with same channel, but with the nonlinearity removed
(b).

Nonlinear Channel

(a)

Linearized Channel

(b)

Figure 3. Linear Equalizer Output for Nonlin-
ear Channel, and Linearized Version

3. RAM-Based Equalizers

In the RAM-DFE equalizer the linear transversal filter
found in the feedback portion of a traditional DFE is re-
placed by a RAM. The bit patterns associated with past
decisions form the address lines, accessing particular data
which is meant to remove the (arbitrary nonlinear) ISI. The
proper RAM data content is dependent on the channel and
is acquired through adaptive means using training. As with
all standard DFE’s however, the RAM-DFE handles only
post-cursor ISI terms. For this reason, linear feedforward
equalizers are used in concert with it. Note that the linear
feedforward equalizer is capable of attacking only thelinear
componentsof the pre-cursor ISI terms. An enhancement to
the RAM-DFE, known as the Pre-Cursor Enhanced RAM-
DFE/Canceller (PERC) [6] was introduced with the goal of
reducing both the linear and nonlinear components of the
precursor ISI.

3.1. The PERC

The basic structure PERC equalizer is seen to be an ex-
tension of the RAM-DFE and is shown in Figure 4 where
Dk is a feedforward equalizer, and RAM denotes a ran-
dom access memory with address lines consisting ofB
past decision̂sk−1 to ŝk−B (denoted post-address) andA
present/future potential decisionss̃k to s̃k+A−1. We denote
such a configuration as PERC(A,B). The PERC’s twist
on the RAM-DFE is the incorporation of present and fu-
ture decision (to be discussed). Note that the RAM address
space grows exponentially withA+ B. (For example with
A + B = 5, for 16-QAM more then106 data locations are
required). Aside from the amount of RAM,A+B being too
large leads to excessively long training periods. In light of
this, even though the PERC is designed to compensate for
both pre- and post-cursor ISI, it is still desirable to use a lin-
ear feedforward equalizer to reduce RAM requirements to
the extent possible. The feedforward equalizer is also used
to set the proper delay (in training mode).
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Figure 4. PERC Structure

The PERC is first run in a training mode where all “pre”
({s̃k+n−1, . . . , s̃k}) and “post” ({ŝk−1, . . . , ŝk−m}) com-
ponents are available to learn the channel characteristics.
The feedforward equalizer is trained first. One possible
method would be to use the standard LMS update relation:

yk = Xt

kD

Dk+1 = Dk − µffX
∗
k(yk − sk−∆)

whereDk = [ d0 . . . dm ]t is the equalizer tap weight
vector,Xk = [xk . . . xk−m ]t, µff is the adaptation
step-size, and∗ denotes complex conjugation. After the de-
lay has been set, the feedforward equalizer is then fixed and
the PERC component is trained using:

RAMk+1(add) = RAMk(add)− µfb(zk − sk−∆)

whereRAMk(add) denotes the contents at timek of ad-
dressadd which is given by the bit representation of
the vector[ s̃k+A−1 . . . s̃k | ŝk−1 . . . ŝk−B ] =
[ addpre | addpost ].

After training, the PERC may be run in “fixed mode”
where no adaptation takes place or in a “decision-directed”



mode. The difficulty here is to decide what is the proper
“pre-cursor” address componentaddpre. The idea is to test
over all possible symbols ofaddpre and choose the one that
placeszk closest to a valid cursor symbol under test,s̃k−∆

(i.e., the address that minimizes|zk − s̃k−∆|2 ). Since the
output is dependent on past decisions (which may be incor-
rect), error propagation is possible.

4. Linear Equalizer Design Criterion

The method chosen to determine the feedforward equal-
izer’s tap weights will impact the overall performance. As
design is difficult for nonlinear channels, we consider for
the moment thelinear channel problem with block dia-
gram found in Figure 5. Here,sk is a zero mean, inde-

nk

xksk ykD = [d  ...  d   ]
0

T
m

Σ

H

C = [c  ...  c  ]
0

T
n

Figure 5. System Block Diagram

pendent, identically distributed (iid) source sequence, with
nk also zero-mean iid. Defining the states of the channel
and equalizer at timek to beSk = [ sk . . . sk−n ]t and
Xk = [xk . . . xk−m ]t respectively, we can write

xk = CtSk + nk

yk = DtXk = Xt

kD

Denote the(m + 1) × (n + m + 1) channel convolution
matrix as

C =


c0 c1 . . . cn 0 . . . 0

0 c0 c1 . . . cn
...

...
...

...
...

...
... 0

0 . . . 0 c0 c1 . . . cn


such thatH = [h0 . . . hn+m+1 ]t = C

tD.
A standard criterion for equalizer tap weight selec-

tion is the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) criterion
where the error is considered to be the distance between
the equalizer outputyk and some previous source symbol
sk−∆ (∆ indicates the channel-equalizer delay),JMMSE =
E
{
|yk − sk−∆|2

}
. The minimum ofJMMSE is obtained by

setting its gradient with respect toD∗ equal to zero, obtain-
ing the well-known result:

Dopt =
(
C
∗
C

t − σ2
n

σ2
s

I

)−1

C̃∗

where σ2
s is the source variance,σ2

n is the noise vari-
ance, and̃C = [ c∆ . . . c∆−1−m ] (assuming causal-
ity, many of the elements of̃C may be zero).

Alternative Equalizer Tap Selection Criterion.In consider-
ing the case where the equalizer is to be followed by some
form of a sequence detector of limited complexity, we
choose a new tap selection criterion in which there is no
cost associated with intersymbol interference within the se-
quence detector’s window.

Assuming the sequence detector is capable of handling
sequences with total memory of lengthL + 1, we propose
the channel shorteningcost function which penalizes ISI
only outside of this window,

JCS = E


∣∣∣∣∣yk −

(
sk−∆ +

L∑
`=1

h`sk−∆−`

)∣∣∣∣∣
2


Note that theL consecutive values of combined channel-
equalizer response may take on any value, without penalty
nor constraint. (Also note that the arbitrary valuesh` can
not include` = 0 – this would lead to the origin being
the minimum. So, introducesomeconstraints have been
introduced). Defining

SLk =


sk−∆−1

sk−∆−2

...
sk−∆−L

 , HL =


h∆+1

h∆+2

...
h∆+L

 = Ĉ
t

D

where,

Ĉ =


c∆+1 c∆+2 . . . c∆+L

c∆ c∆+1 . . . c∆+L−1

...
...

...
...

c∆+1−m c∆+2−m . . . c∆+L−m


we can then write the cost function in vector/matrix notation
as,

JCS = E
{∣∣(DtXk −Ht

LS
L
k )− sk−∆

∣∣2}
= Dh

(
(C ∗C t − Ĉ

∗
Ĉ

t

)σ2
s + σ2

nI

)
D − 2DhC̃∗ + σ2

s

whereh denotes the conjugate transpose (Hermitian) oper-
ator. Differentiating and equating with zero yields the opti-
mal tap weights (under this design criterion)

Dopt =
(
C
∗
C

t − Ĉ
∗
Ĉ

t

+
σ2
n

σ2
s

I

)−1

C̃∗

Continuing letT be a(n+m+1)×LToeplitz matrix having
its first column all zero excepts for the∆ + 1 entry which



is one (the first element is considered to have index zero),
then recognize that̂C = C T yielding,

Dopt =
(
C
∗(I− TT

t)C t +
σ2
n

σ2
s

I

)−1

C̃∗

=
(
C
∗
M C

t +
σ2
n

σ2
s

I

)−1

C̃∗

whereM = I− TT
t is the identity matrix with the∆ + 1

through∆ + L diagonal elements set to zero (which acts
like a mask).

The following example contrasts the results of designing
with JMMSE andJCS. For our example channel (with the
nonlinear TWT ignored for the moment), we obtain Figures
6 and 7 showing the optimum equalizer tap values and re-
sulting channel-equalizer responses withEb/N0 = 15dB.
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Figure 6. Optimum MMSE Eq. and Chan-Eq
Response ( L = 0, ∆ = 7, m = 15)

In Figure 6,DMMSE appears to have virtually no ISI (for
this linear channel). However, its noise gain is higher than
that of theDCS equalizer. Moreover, if one considers the
ISI that isoutsideof the range ofh∆ toh∆−L, thenDMMSE

actually has more ISI. Through such argument, we offer an
admittedly ad-hoc figure of merit:

FOM =
sg

ng× isi

where,

sg =
∆+L∑
i=∆

|hi|2 = Hh

LHL

ng =
m∑
i=0

|di|2 = DhD
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Figure 7. Optimum CS Eq. and Chan-Eq Re-
sponse ( L = 2, ∆ = 7, m = 15)

FOM (dB) SG (dB) NG (dB) ISI (dB)
JMMSE 32.2 0.8 -11.9 -18.3
JCS 49.6 4.3 -17.1 -28.2

Table 1. Comparison of Metrics for MMSE and
CS designs

isi =
∆−1∑
i=0

|hi|2 +
n+m+1∑
i=L+1

|hi|2

The basic idea is to consider the power of the signal en-
tering the sequence detector (SG) to be a useful quantity,
while the noise gain (NG) and isi outside of the detectors
“window” ( ISI) have deleterious effects. These quantities
from the above example are found in Table 1. (It should be
pointed out that the 17 dB difference in FOM shouldnot
be expected to result in a similar dB improvement in other
metrics (i.e. MSE or bit error rate, etc.) The point remains,
that JCS results in less noise gain, less ISI outside of the
detector’s window, and more signal power into the detector.

Adaptive Implementation of CS criterion. We return to
considering the nonlinear channel. In this case (or even in
linear channel cases whereC is unknown), one cannot de-
sign directly to channel shortening criterion. However, in
a manner similar to the LMS adaptive algorithm, one can
follow a gradient descent path based on the instantaneous
gradient and averagingJCS with

5dJCS = X∗kX
t

kD − C∗TSl∗
k X

t

kD −X∗ksk−∆

= X∗k(yk − sk−∆)− (Sl∗
k X

t

k)h (Sl∗
k X

t

k)D

where some averaging must be applied to theSl∗
k X

t

k terms.
We implement a simple AR averaging scheme. LetΦt

k rep-



resent such an averaged version ofSl∗
k X

t

k , then we have
Φt

k ≈ Ĉt.
we have the adaptive version ofJCS minimization as,

Φk+1 = αΦk + (1− α)X∗kS
Lh

k

yk = Xt

kDk

Dk+1 = Dk − µffX
∗
k(yk − sk−∆)− Φ∗ΦtDk

It appears that local may exist with this adaptive version, as
indicated at by our simulations, but no analysis has yet been
performed. However, all minima witnessed to do conform
to the memory shortening constraint resulting in similarly
better performance in concert with the PERC with the non-
linear channel than the standard LMS (i.e. standard MMSE)
solutions.

4.1. Simulation Examples

For a variety of signal to noise ratios (Eb/N0) simula-
tions were run using the nonlinear channel given byCpre

andCpost with a PERC(2, 2), ∆ = 7, m = 15. Figures
8 and 9 illustrate the constellations of 16-QAM signals at
various point in the signal path for both the MMSE and CS
adaptive algorithms. Figure 10 shows the final MSE perfor-
mance after convergence over a range of SNR for the cases
L = 0 (MMSE), andL = 1 andL = 2 (CS). It is interest-
ing to view the MSE trajectories during the training process
(Figure 11) between the MMSE and CS adaptations. Feed-
forward equalizer adaptation is performed over blocks 1-50
and PERC adaptation from 51-150. The MMSE method has
lower MSE when only a linear equalizer is used. However,
when the PERC is switched on, the CS methods achieves
lower MSE very quickly.
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Figure 8. MMSE Constellations ( Eb/N0=15dB)
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Figure 9. CS Constellations ( Eb/N0=15dB)
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